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does not matter : if they confirm or create faith they are
true miracles,
la trjsmouille. Even when they are frauds, do you
mean?
the archbishop. Frauds deceive. An event which
creates faith does not deceive : therefore it is not a fraud,
but a miracle,
LA tremouille [scratching his neck in his perplexity]
Well, I suppose as you are an archbishop you must be right
It seems a bit fishy to me. But I am no churchman, and
dont understand these matters.
the archbishop. You are not a churchman; but you
are a diplomatist and a soldier. Could you make our
citizens pay war taxes, or our soldiers sacrifice their lives, if
they knew what is really happening instead of what seems
to them to be happening ?
la tremouille. No, by Saint Dennis: the fat would be
in the fire before sundown.
the archbishop. Would it not be quite easy to tell them
the truth ?
LA tremouille. Man alive, they wouldnt believe it,
the archbishop. Just so. Well, the Church has to rale
men for the good of their souls as you have to rule them
for the good of their bodies. To do that, the Church must
do as you do ; nourish their faith by poetry,
la tr^ouille. Poetry !  1 should call it humbug.
the archbishop. You would be wrong, my friend,
Parables are not lies because they describe events that have
never happened. Miracles are not frauds because they are
often—I do not say always—very simple and innocent con-
trivances by which the priest fortifies the faith of Ms flock-
When this girl picks out the Dauphin among his courtiers^
It will not be a miracle for me, because 1 shall know how It
has been done, and my faith will not be increased. But as
for the others, if they feel the thrill of the supernatural, and
forget their sinful clay in a sudden sense of the glory of

